**Activities Council**

**AEB executes internal affairs**

By Dave Kees

Where do diverse student activities and interest groups fit into the student government structure? After long discussion and exhaustive revisions last year, the activities have hit upon a two-tiered solution, which provides both an internal self-governing structure and an efficient and flexible means to handle external affairs and to be constructive and helpful to other areas of student government.

That solution has taken the form of the 21-member Activities Council and the seven-man Activities Executive Board elected by the Council.

The Board meets weekly to handle the administrative work of the Council, while the Council itself meets monthly to serve as a sounding board for activity problems primarily as a policy-setting group. The new organization has shown an increased efficiency in handling the day-to-day work of the projects.

Projects

During the past year, there has been a great deal of cooperation between the AE and the Social Council in setting up beneficial projects. The second week in May especially was an example of an AE-initiated project which was carried out by the Social Council.

The new offset press, the electrically operated mimeograph, and the new telephone directory all gained out by members of the Council.

**Representation**

A principal feature of the AE and especially the Chairmen is presence of activity problems and opinions before the Institute Committee (and its Execom).

**Secretariat organizes elections, conducts Christmas Convocation**

By Joel Talley

Secretary is the "work horse" of the Institute Committee. All the names imply, we perform the secretarial functions of the Institute Committee and its subcommittees, including such diverse duties as taking minutes for the Institute Committee and handling mailings for these groups. Our duties, however, do not stop here, for we have numerous other projects and functions throughout the entire year. For instance, we are in charge of handling the Cannery and the academic buildings, and it is our duty to conduct all Institute elections.

One of the largest projects this year was the operation of the Freshman Week- end. Secretariat also staffed the Freshman Mixer and did the initial organization of the Freshman Council early in the fall.

**Finboard handles record budget; total cash flow exceeds $100,000**

By Bill Byra

This year's Finance Board has accepted the unusual challenge of handling the largest budget in the history of the Undergraduate Association. The total budget is $190,000, which surpasses the $150,000 mark.
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